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Infallible? Why yes, don't let the savvy gansta look fool ya. The Bluez Brothaz are causing sought after

musical havoc in Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas. The surefire four male member group delivers catchy

memorable lyrics with grimey south tracks. 12 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Rap, HIP HOP/RAP: Southern

Style Details: The Infallible BLUEZ BROTHAZ Infallible? Why yes, the Bluez Brothaz are surefire! Don't

let the roaring 20's savvy gansta look album cover fool ya! And, no their not singing the blues. The Bluez

Brothaz is already causing much sought after musical havoc in Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas and

Mississippi. The rap-quartet four male member group delivers catchy memorable lyrics with grimey south

tracks that are packing the dance floors across the 3rd Coast. The Bluez Brothaz, who resides in

Louisiana consist of: Toine de Don, Dogg Catcher, Tony Montana, and Mike Turna, all ranging in ages

from 21 to 27 years. Together they have the same mind set when it comes to their careers, and that is

securing a mark in the entertainment industry and maintaining their status. They're known for calling the

"World" their home and the "Truth" is their hood. Their debut album, "Slaughterville. Population: 4" holds

12 heavy tracks that bring together a fullness of steady eclectic sounds of interest within the album. The

singles "Ride", which features Lil Boosie, and "Takaa Vodka" are infectious and keep things bobbing and

bouncing along with head nodding to the beats with a mix of melodic Funk, and catchy Rap phases. The

club thumping track "Taaka Vodka" keeps the fans lifting their drinks in the air while bouncing to the high

energy song as demonstrated in their video. The Bluez Brothaz have rocked shows at The Plaza, Club

Rayne and Club 701 in Lafayette, Louisiana, and brought the gumbo across state lines into Texas with

jaw-dropping performances in Galveston, South Padre Island, Beaumont and Houston Texas. The Bluez

Brothaz (soon to become a household name like other chart toppers) ably demonstrates facets of their

artistic personality from writing to performing to co-producing. Together they make a perfect blend of
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thumping sounds with dominating lyrics. They're making their mark in the industry with promises of more

of the best! Stay tuned... 2005 Kompari Entertainment Group-the KEG Kompari E. Rudison, National

Publicist
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